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Introduction

MIDI Input

Digital Synthesis is a digital signal processing technique for creating musical sounds. In contrast to
analog synthesizers, digital synthesis processes discrete bit data to replicate and recreate a continuous
waveform. The digital signal processing techniques used are relevant in many disciplines and fields
including telecommunications, biomedical engineering, and seismology.

MIDI is short for Musical Instrument Digital Interface which related audio devices for playing, editing
and recording music.MIDI carries event messages, data that specify the instructions for music, including
note on, note off events, velocity,etc.

Motivation
We chose to pursue this project in order to extend the possible applications that can be created with
the pure lazy functional programming Clean language [1]. The language offers very good abstractions
tools for sound generation implementation. Digital synthesis is typically accomplished within a C++
framework, however the nature of synthesis involving multiple tracks and post-processes in parallel
lends itself naturally to a functional programming paradigm [4].
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Table 1: Three types of MIDI Events
The general structure of the MIDI import functions.

Wavetable Lookup Synthesis
In implementing the digital synthesis, we utilized a technique called Wavetable Lookup Synthesis, in
which a certain waveform is stored in a wavetable with constant access, and exploit the relation between
frequency and sampling rate to quickly build new waveforms. We used a single cycle (shown in Figure
1) sine wavetable as the basis for our additive and subtractive synthesis, utilizing Fourier series of sine
functions to generate all other waveforms.

Figure 6: Relations of the functions
This code calculates the cumulative time from the beginning of track to the current event. It utilizes the
power of pattern matching in functional programming to handle event messages.
Figure 1: Single Cycle Sine Wavetable

findDeltaTime :: Real TrackInfo → Int
findDeltaTime _ [ ] = 0
findDeltaTime f l
]! {deltaTime , event} = hd l
]! fre = case event of
NoteOff a b c → b
_ → -1.0
|f == fre = deltaTime
= deltaTime + findDeltaTime f (tl l)

From the simple sine wave, we then do a weighted summation of harmonics to generate more sophisiticated waveforms. An example can be seen in Figure 2 where a sawtooth was generated. The sawtooth
waveform was then further used with subtractive synthesis to generate the pulse waveform shown in
Figure 3.

WAV Output
The Waveform Audio File Format (WAV) follows the RIFF specification, thus the file consists of a
header followed by “subchunks”. A typical WAV file has two subchunks, the first one contains file
metadata, the second one consists of the sound data in samples, where each sample is split into channels.

Figure 2: Sawtooth Waveform
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Figure 3: Pulse Waveform
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After generating the waveforms, we can further post-process the data with effects and filters. The effect
we chose to implement was the envelope, starting first with the standard 4-step ADSR envelope, and
then later proceeding to a more sophisticated 6-step DAHDSR envelope.
The basic 4-step ADSR envelope is shown below in Figure 4, illustrating the multiplier values. A
more sophisticated 6-step DAHDSR envelope applied to a standard sine waveform is shown in Figure 5.
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Table 2: Wave File Specification

Conclusion
The project so far has been successful in meeting the milestones established. We have successfully
generated all of the basic waveforms including sine, square, triangle, pulse, sawtooth, and noise. Additionally, we have been able to successfully read event messages from a MIDI file and render out a
rendition of the song into a .wav file.
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This code illustrates how list comprehensions are used extensively to render the MIDI event messages
into processed waveforms.
render :: [NoteChunk] → [Real]
render chunkList = normalized
where
totalSamples = maxList [numberOfSamples x (x.note.initialTime+x.note.duration) \ \ x ← chunkList]
silenceTrack = generateSilence totalSamples
renderedTrack = [ ( generateSilence (numberOfSamples x x.note.initialTime ) ) ++(renderNoteChunk x)++
(generateSilence (totalSamples - (numberOfSamples x (x.note.initialTime +
x.note.duration ) ) ) ) \ \ x ← chunkList]
renderedTrackArr = [listToArr ls \ \ ls ← renderedTrack]
noteSum = [ ( sum [arr.[ind] \ \ arr ← renderedTrackArr ] ) \ \ ind ← [0 ,1..(totalSamples-1 ) ] ]
normalized = normalizeList noteSum
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